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By E. Smith Sleigh

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 58 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.e. smith sleighs post structural poetry
collection, These Things are a One Thing, contains moments of persuasive veracity. Her words are
reflections on our shared early century and early millennial experiences. Her thoughts about our
world are at once fresh, somber, affirming and funny. Sleigh dug out buried truths that you know
but your conscious may not acknowledge. The architecture of her language is original and
dynamic. Her words are the readers to possess. Sleighs poems envelope the reader in authenticity.
They entertain and stain the consciousness. Sleigh possesses the capacity to show the reader how to
listen for the enigmatic. She brought me along, down this path, into the present, into the world in
general, and into her world as well. Every poem in the collection contains the words thing or things.
The things can be friend or foe. They challenge us. They remind or admonish us. They delight. In
her poem, a winter remembrance, you find that the things cause her to remember: in the wintry
city of words the things visited me without criteria they came to...
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This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Na dia  K onopelski-- Na dia  K onopelski

I just started looking over this ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this published e publication. You are going to like the way the author
compose this publication.
-- Giles V a nder vor t DDS-- Giles V a nder vor t DDS
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